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Literacy is transformative

Literacy increases earning potential,
decreases inequality, improves health
outcomes and breaks the cycle of
poverty.
Yet there are 740 million illiterate
people in the world and 250 million
children of primary school age who
lack basic reading and writing skills
(UNESCO).
Books are necessary for the
development of these skills, and still
40% of schools in Africa have few or
no textbooks at all (SACMEQ II).

We champion digital
reading in underserved
communities to create a
world where everyone
can be a reader.
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worldreader’s model
A solution in the digital era

PROGRAM integration
Helping partners institutionalize
digital reading

Library

Reading Champions

THIS

How the Children
Became Stars
My Best Friend

THING

My Best Friend

RETOLD BY Niveditha Subramaniam
PICTURES Namrata Rai

The Musical Donkey

Author: Anupa Lal
Illustrator: Suvidha

Training teachers, librarians
and parents

Technology
E-readers and
mobile apps

content
Free digital books and
support for local publishing

total readers since 2010

4,780,243

Our community of readers has grown
from the size of a small village to
4.8 Million readers last year.

2,237,588

905,612
529,592
335,354
Roughly as
many readers as
the population of:

1,234
Ayenyah (Ghana)

Irbid (Jordan)

Aba (Nigeria)

Lilongwe (Malawi)

Lusaka, (Zambia)

Kolkata (India)

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

worldreader impact
7,628,939
Readers since
2010

42,233
Books in our
library

565,142
Monthly readers
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e-reader in schools and libraries
16

Countries:
*Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Uganda, Rwanda,
South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe,
Ethiopia, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Namibia,
Liberia, Togo and Cameroon.

Schools:
School readers since 2010:
Libraries:
Library readers since 2010:
E-books delivered:
E-readers deployed:
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338
79,302
109
92,400
5,317,588
28,021
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worldreader reading apps

Countries:
Readers since 2010:
Users since 2010:

46
7,416,554
63,822,842

Worldreader reading apps are available to millions via any connected
mobile device. You can download Worldreader on Google Play or
open it in any open mobile browser by typing: read.worldreader.org.
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our collection
Our collection consists of 42,233 African and international
book titles in 43 languages from Kiswahili to Hausa.
We believe that when students begin to read, they are
more engaged when the stories are familiar to them. With
digital books, we can provide culturally-relevant, local
content and scale our projects in ways traditional book
drives have failed.
FEATURED BOOKS:

To learn more about our books, visit
Our Library.
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PUBLISHING PARTNERS
While we work with various international publishers to increase access of a broad range
of reading materials, the majority of books we distribute are written by African authors.
We work closely with many African publishing partners and authors to make their books
available to children in our program and to the world through platforms such as the Kindle
store. We hold workshops periodically to update these partners on best practices in
digital publishing.

FEATURED PUBLISHERS:
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RESEARCH RESULTS
More people are reading
The number of people reading on our platforms has consistently increased since 2010.

531,099
more people reached
during 2014
(compared to 2013)

2014 KEY RESEARCH
Project LEAP (Libraries, E-reading, Activities,
Partnership) funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation
Project LEAP was a groundbreaking pilot
program implemented over 2014 by
Worldreader in partnership with eight
public and community libraries in Western
Kenya, and funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation. The one-year pilot
tested the use, function and adoption of 200
e-readers in selected libraries to
determine how e-readers affect library
patronage, communities, staff, policies and
procedures. Results from the project include:
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178%

increase in library
visits over the
course of 8 months

84%

of patrons surveyed
reported reading
more with e-readers

20,000+

patrons trained on
e-reader
usage
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RESEARCH RESULTS
People are reading more
Our readers consistently report reading more as a result of Worldreader’s programs.

10 MILLION
hours spent reading
by our users
since 2010

2014 KEY RESEARCH
Reading in the Mobile Era, published
by UNESCO in partnership with
Worldreader & Nokia
Published by UNESCO using data from
Worldreader Mobile, this first-of-its-kind
study provides the most detailed analysis
to date of who reads books and stories on
mobile devices in the developing world and
why. Drawing on the analysis of over 4,000
surveys, and qualitative interviews collected
from seven developing countries, the report’s
primary findings include:
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62%

of respondents are
reading more now
that they can read
on their mobile
phones

6X

the amount
time women read
compared to men
(207 minutes vs. 33
minutes per month)

1/3

of respondents
said they read
to children from
their mobile
phones
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RESEARCH RESULTS
People are reading better
In a study from 2014, the percentage of students who could read significantly increased.

35.4%

91.1%

could read
at least a
word in 2013

2014 KEY RESEARCH
Worldreader iREAD 2 Ghana Study
iREAD 2 was sponsored by an All
Worldreader Mobile, this first-of-its-kind
Vision and AusAID, and provided 574
Ghanaian first to third grade students and
their teachers with e-readers filled with
hundreds of books, improved teaching
methodologies, and extracurricular reading
activities. The final evaluation, our most
rigorous piece of research to date, showed
the following results over 18 months of
project implementation:
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could read
at least a
word in 2014

2X

increase in reading
comprehension in
both English and
mother tongue

50%

increase among
students in
measures of
oral reading fluency

24

more words
per minute read
by students in
English
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partnerships
Worldreader actively seeks partners to help transform reading in the developing world.
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worldreader team
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david risher
CEO & Co-Founder
As Worldreader’s CEO, David is a lifelong reader who knows
that books have the power to change lives, just as they have
changed his. He has been at the forefront of technology for
more than two decades, first as a general manager at
Microsoft and later as Amazon.com’s Senior Vice President
for Retail and Marketing, responsible for growing the
company from $16 million to $4 billion in sales. David has
also taught at the University of Washington’s Business
School where he was elected Professor of the Year. He has
served as president of the Board of the Benjamin Franklin
International School, and is a member of ESADE Business
School’s International Advisory Board and the International
Advisory Board of Catalonia.
David has a Comparative Literature degree from Princeton
University and a MBA from the Harvard Business School. In
2011, he was named a Microsoft Alumni Foundation Integral
Fellow and a Draper Richards Kaplan Social Entrepreneur.
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colin mcelwee
Co-founder and Senior Director, Strategic Partnerships
Colin is Co-founder of Worldreader and focuses on
business development, putting to good use his for-profit
and non-profit experience across the globe. Most
recently, Colin was the first director of marketing at
ESADE Business School in Barcelona, where he helped
establish the school’s reputation as a world-class
business education provider. Prior to that, he started his
career as an economist for several Brussels-based
lobbies to the European Commission, and later worked
in global marketing in the consumer goods sector for
Scottish & Newcastle PLC. He has two young
daughters and like them is an avid reader of books (now
there’s a surprise!).
Colin has a degree in economics from the University of
Manchester and an MBA from ESADE Business School.
He is an invited member of the Global Agenda Council
on Africa of the World Economic Forum.
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2016 financials
For more information, download the 2016 Annual Report.
Corporates
$ 516,925

Program Services

5%

$ 1,285,572

13%

Foundations

22%

Individuals

SOURCE
OF FUNDS
IN 2016

34%

$ 2,190,224

25%
In Kind
$ 2,482,711

$ 3,315,494

Fundraising
$ 520,048

Management
& General
$ 1,138,587

5%
13%

USE
OF FUNDS
IN 2016
83%
Program Services
$8,326,242
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how to get involved

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter
Donate
Sponsor a school or library
Start a fundraiser
Donate your books
Become a volunteer

additional resources
Videos

Additional Links

Read to Kids | Lunchbox | Today's Stories,
Tomorrow's Preparation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PMX1FMAgm_8

Reports:
http://www.worldreader.org/learnings/

The Million Dollar Challenge
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lb6DM4TLW
MY&t=28s
5 Million Readers on Mobile Phones
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBqxqD4YVEA
Read to Kids program in Delhi: a father's story https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyRmCKv2UwU
How one mom is using the Worldreader app
to change her kids’ lives
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58MLwz8L2VE

Blog:
http://blog.worldreader.org/
Mediaroom:
https://www.worldreader.org/about-us/mediaroom/
Brand Assets:
https://www.worldreader.org/brand-assets/
What we do:
https://www.worldreader.org/what-we-do/

Margaret's Story: A teacher who was illiterate
just a few years ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EGMY74rAjE&t=1s
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Nadja Borovac
Director of Communications
nadja@worldreader.org
Julia Valencoso
Marketing Manager
julia@worldreader.org

worldreader.org
facebook.com/worldreader
@worldreaders

